When things start heating up, you can start cooling down in a new CORNELIUS above ground pool.
Enjoy a refreshing swim, day or night in the privacy and comfort of your own backyard. Entertain family
and friends and enjoy all the best summer has to offer with a CORNELIUS pool.

Constructed tough yet easy to own
If you want to beat the heat this summer, there’s no better
way to cool the summer sizzle than in a DYNASTY pool
from CORNELIUS.

Form Fitting Support Cap

Designed and built to the highest standards in the industry, the
52” DYNASTY is carefully crafted to provide years of problemfree enjoyment. Three components form the solid, integrated
structure of the DYNASTY—the wall, frame and sub frame.
The first component is a heavy gauge steel wall, which is hot-dip
galvanized and treated with “Weatherizer” paint coating for
additional protection. A decorative wall pattern is applied over
this surface and is then treated with our “Krystal Kote®” sealant
to protect from weather elements and pool chemicals. Lastly,
a convenient wide mouth skimmer cut out is incorporated.

A-Brace Option

SIZES (Feet)
Round

A-Brace
Oval

NBS
Oval

12´

12´ x 18´

10´ x 16´

15´

12´ x 24´

10´ x 21´

18´

16´ x 26´

12´ x 18´

21´

16´ x 32´

12´ x 24´

24´

18´ x 33´

16´ x 26´

27´

18´ x 38´

16´ x 32´

30´

18´ x 44´

18´ x 33´

33´

The sturdy DYNASTY khaki colored pool frame consists of
a wide, 8-inch extruded resin ledge, coupled with a 7-inch
extruded resin post and topped with a three-piece injection
molded resin cap and post collar.

The sub-frame features a strong, extruded resin bottom track
with injection molded resin lower post collar and bottom
connector. With the addition of one of our many colorful liner
designs, you’re set to enjoy a superior pool for years of worry
free family fun.

Simple and easy installation
As many CORNELIUS pool owners have discovered, if you can
use a screwdriver, you can assemble your own CORNELIUS pool.
No multi-sized washers or nuts are used. We’ve simplified
assembly with just one large screw type for all the pool elements.
And we supply easy to follow, step-by-step instructions as well
as a helpful video.

Pick the size and shape that’s best for you
Whatever size of property you have, there’s a DYNASTY
pool to fit your yard and your budget. Choose from a wide
variety of Round, A-Brace Ovals or NBS Ovals and beat the
heat this summer!

NBS Oval

18´ x 38´
18´ x 44´
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